
THE SUFFERING IN THE PRISON CELLS IN THE SHAWSHANK

REDEMPTION

It was easy to empathize with Andy Dufresne and the other prisoners in The Shawshank Redemption as they suffered in
their prison cells, I suffered while.

You know how looking at a math problem similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? No
retribution is ever forthcoming. Red tells him that Andy is proud of him, and they start talking about Andy.
Despite the damning evidence placing him at the scene of the crime on the night of the murders, Andy has
always maintained his innocence, which Red eventually comes to believe in as well. But The Shawshank
Redemption portrays a worldly dimension of hell: prison. Differences from the novel In the novel Tommy's
history is more or less similiar. Red adds a postscript to his story about a year later, writing from a hotel in
Portland, Maine, after being released from Shawshank. To protect the anonymity of contributors, we've
removed their names and personal information from the essays. He becomes a law unto himself by mirroring
the behaviour of Satan â€” arbitrariness, cruelty, and endless punishment. Hadley nearly throws Andy off the
roof. A gang of men known as the Sisters frequently attack and rape him in the laundry room while the guards
look the other way. Hand in hand with this goes the issue of perseverance, which the film emphasises. The
prison is a corrupt institution. Red figures that Andy slowly and systematically used the rock hammer and
polishing cloths every night for nearly twenty years to carve through the wall. Kibin does not guarantee the
accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of the essays in the library; essay content should not be construed as
advice. Hooke Alexander E. The world of Shawshank Prison dwells on the middle and lower floors of this
universe. For more information on choosing credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. Side by
side with this came the physical effort over twenty years of tunnelling out of the cell behind a harmless poster,
using a smuggled in rock hammer. In a sense, the prisoners earned redemption in that they won back a sense
of humanity that had been taken from them. Andy later tells the warden about this, but because the warden is
corrupt and does not want Andy to tell anyone about his money laundering operation, he dismisses it. And
when Andy warns that he will stop using his banking skills to help the warden launder prison funds into his
own bank account, the warden adds another month of solitary. Four shots ring out and Tommy falls to the
ground dead. Prisons, supposed to be protecting the community from ill, are in fact harbouring criminality,
creating an environment in which wrong doing can be perpetrated scot-free. Although the film originally
closed with Red taking a bus to Mexico, the final cut was changed to a panoramic shot of a Mexican beach,
Andy and Red embracing. Eventually Andy emerges from his lengthy depression and tells Red one day that he
had a friend set up a false identity for him. And Andy offers hope to another inmate, Tommy Williams, who is
coached through School Equivalency examinations by Andy and sits the papers, only to screw the sheets up in
despair during the test, so frustrated is he by his puny efforts. The men are stripped naked and showered under
pressure on entering and forced into prison clothes, so are dehumanised. But he soldiers on with a small rock
hammer to carve a passage out of the concrete walls and escapes through a sewage pipe to freedom. So one is
led to question cases such as Mark Lundy and Scott Watson, where the evidence points to the accused but
which may conceal the real culprit. The example essays in Kibin's library were written by real students for real
classes. Andy is at first a fairly isolated individual. After all, it will require plodding through five hundred
yards of sewage to get outside the prison walls, and Red is probably not up to it physically. Tommy's fate is
left unknown Tommy, after being murdered. Article tools. When Red tells him that Andy was a banker on the
outside and he was ajeeb and that he caught his wife with a golf pro , Tommy is stunned. Tommy later tells
Andy and Red that while he was in Thomaston for carjacking, he shared a cell with Elmo Blatch. The warden
asks him whether or not what he said to Andy and Red was the truth. Red concludes the postscript with
renewed hope for the future as he decides to abandon his job, violate his parole, and make his way to Mexico
to find Andy. The influence of music as a powerful, uplifting force is emphasised. The escape is only the
consequence of very careful thought so the film bears eminent testimony to the rewards offered to someone
who plans meticulously. Every convict there says he has been betrayed by a biased jury, corrupt judge or
incompetent lawyer â€” one exception being Red Morgan Freeman , a long-time con who admits, and regrets,
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the murder he committed when young and stupid. A promise I made to Andy.


